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1 •    Pnpprliko   Film   macie   from   Low   Pressure   Polyethylene 

The   development   of  paperlike   low   pressure   polyethylene 

(LP-PH)   films   started  about   three   years   ago   in   South  Africa. 

The   term   »paperlike"   does   of   course   not   refer   to   all   proper- 

ties.      Such   sheets   rather   combine   the   good   properties   of  po- 

lyolefine   sheets   such as   water   and   gas   tightness,   wet-strength 

and   weldability,    with properties   of   paper   such   as   great   stiff- 

ness,   matt   surface,   good   creasability   and  printability.      A 

survey   is   given   of   the  raw  materials   used,    the   processing 

methods   applied,    the  machines   used   and  also   the   range   of 

applications. 

When  examining   the   recent   development   of  synthetic  paper  or 

BO  called  paperlike  sheets,   one   has   to  distinguish  clearly 

between   two   types,   i.   e.   the   development  of  packaging  sheets 

and   that   of   synthetic  print   carriers. 

The  development   of  sheets   to   replace   graphic   papers   ( synthe- 

tic   papers)   takes   place  at   present   mainly  in   Japan but  also 

in  Europa.      The   best  known   sheets   are   Q-Kote'R',   Q-per^ 
(it) 

and Acroartv    '.      These  are   mainly  polyethylene   or  polystyrene 

sheets   which  have   undergone   after-treatment   for   their  improve- 

ment.      Papers   made   from  synthetic   fibres  are   also  known   (Pre- 

text,   Neoband(R\   Typar(R),    Tyvec^)),   but   are   not  being 
discussed  here. 

Experiments   to   produce papers   from  LP-PE,   are   as   old  as  high 

density  polyethylene   itself.      In   the   past   these   experiments 

met   only   with   limited  success   for   some   special   applications 

whetlu-r   produced   by   the   flat   sheet   or   by   the   blowing  process. 

These   experiments   were  only   resumed   when   the   technology   of 

extrusion   plants   and   that   of   raw   materials   had   sufficiently 

progressed.      These   new attempts   have   been   taken   place   on  a 

broad   front   for   the   last   three   years,   aiming  particularly 

at   the   production,   not   only   of   LF-PE-sheets,   but   at   paper- 



like   sheets   made   from   LP-PE.      This   development    hti,rt,,|    i„ 

South   Africa,   where   a   particularly   favourable   pure   ratio 

exists   between   low  density   and  high  donisi ty   PK,    loi lowed 

by   Japan   due   to   the   high   paper  price   there   and   finally   in 

Europe   in   spite   of   the   cost   position  hero   being  wors«    u.an 

in   the   other   countries   mentioned.      We   will    be   reporting   hoi o 

exclusively   about   these   paperlike   sheets   made   f,cm   ',P-PE. 

They  are   produced   exclusively  by   the   sheet   blowing   process. 

The   term   «paperlike»   is   „ot   to   imply  that   all   properties 

of   these   sheets   correspond   to   those   of   paper.      Such   sheets 

rather  combine   the  good   properties   of  polyolefines   such   as 

good  water  and  gas   tightness,   wet-strength   and  voidability, 

to  a   large   degree   with   the   good  properties   of  paper  such   as 

great   stiffness,   matt   surface,   good  foldability  and   crcasa- 

bility   und   also   good   printability.      Paperlike   sheets   made 

from  LP-PE  will   therefore   have   to   be  considered   in   future 

not   only   in   competition   with   traditional    packaging   papers 

but  also  with  high  pressure-PE-(HP-PE)   sheets. 

H•   Raw  Materials 

In   the  main   two   LP-PE-grades   of different  molecular  weight 

are  available   for   the   manufacture   of paperlike   sheets.      Vhi 1.t 

LP-PE  of medium  molecular  weight   (M  50.OOO   to   80,000,   MFJ 

190/5   1.5   to   5.0  g/10  min)   will   yield  sheets   corresponding 

in   their mechanical  properties   to   experiences   made   hitherto, 

high  molecular LP-PE   (M   90,000   to   120,000   MFI    190/5  0.2   to 

0.6  g/10  min)   will   produce   sheets   excelling   by   their  great 

strength  and   stiffness.      These   sheets  are   produced   from 

high  molecular  raw materials   and  have  become   know.,   as   MM- 

sheets   (HM   stands   for  high  molecular). 

When  processing   low molecular weight raw «.tenais a comparatively. 

low   blowing   ratio   is   used,    i.    c.   the   stretching   ra.ro   „long 
and  across   the  direction   of processing   is   not    levol]ed   out, 
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because no increase of strength would result from a higher 

blowing ratio.  The resulting sheets are therefore oriented 

mainly monoaxially. 

In contrast to this HM-sheets are produced with a high blow- 

ing ratio ( 1 : 'i to 1 : 10).  These sheets have a better 

levelled out orientation in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions and thus better levelled properties and greater 

strength« 

Basically it is possible to produce LP-PE-sheets from raw 

materials in polder or in granule form. Colouring may be 

carried out prior to granulating, or afterwards by adding 

colour concentrates. Antistatic agents may also be added 

to the raw material, however, if thin film is to be blown, 

antistatic treatment becomes somewhat problematic. 

III.   Process 
To   obtain  maximum   paperlikeness,    some   special   factors  must 

be  observed   during   sheet  manufacture; 
1. To   achieve   a  matt,   finely  roughened   surface   and  mechani- 

cal   properties   well   balanced   in  both  directions   it   is 
important   to   extrude  at   the   lowest   possible  melt   and 
blow head   temperatures  and   to   apply  the  highest   possible 

blowing  ratio   (1    :   k   to   1    :    10). 
2. To   obtain   strong and  stiff   sheets,   high  molecular  raw 

materials   are   being used. 
3. The hose is being blown partially within the crystallite 

melt region, which further increases the cheet strength. 
The reliable production of sheets from 10 to 100,u thick 

is   possible. 
Processing   of   IP-PE,   particularly   high  molecular   grades,   has 
its   difficulties   and  makes   great   demands  upon   the   working 
technique.      It   is   rather  difficult   to  melt   high   molecular 
l.P-PE  without   local   overheating   and   without   excessive   shear- 



ad i on into a homogeneous mass.  Owing to i he linear „on- 

branched molecular structure LP-PK tends to have a higher 

decree o f me 1 t orientation.  This is particularly importun!., 

because the blowing temperatures an- kept very low tl.-.s lead- 

ing to high viscosity and requiring high extrusion pressure, 

both factors being important with melts already being 

oriented. 

When designing a plant for the manufacture of IIM-blown she.-1 

it is important to consider lor the design of the screw the 

optimum shape of the flow paths, the high extrusion pressures 

and the high blow-ratio.  Only in this way it is possible to 

avoid inadmissible shearing of the material in narrow flow 

channels, the appearance of flow marks and overheating. 

The relationship of these factors is shown in table 2. 

tS3fl2ííí_°f_?¿'2£®22¿ng Plant 

The design of screw-geometry is of paramount importance.  The 

screw has to process a homogeneous melt which should be as 

cool as possible.  Too high a mass temperature results in 

greasy lustre of the sheet surface and in the worst case in 

break down of the melt and thermal decomposition.  This im- 
plies : 

- No high screw revolutions. 

- High specific output values G/n in order to achieve 

an economic output with medium to low revolutions. 

- No constant deeply cut screw threads because this 

leads to shearing layers which cause inhomogene!ty, 

break down of melt and thermal decomposition. 

Fig. 1 very clearly shows test results with screws of different 

thread depth ratios.  Three-zone screws were used with a 

thread depth ratio of 1 : ¿|, then with identicaL thread depth 

in the feed zone - screws with a thread depth ratio of 1 : j 

and 1 : 2 respectively.  These were compared with a modified 

threu-7one screw fitted with a compression and a pressure 
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relief zone, see fig. 2. 

Theie screws are characterized by a constantly deep cut 

feed zone (to ensure even feed), a compression zone of 6D 

to 8D length (to ensure careful melting) and a metering 

zone which starts with a zone of a few D-lengths of a shallow 

thread followed by a deeper cut thread acting as pressure 

relief zone. 

Shearing components with a short and intensive shearing 

action, or those which act more as mixers may support homo- 

genization or improve dispersion of colour pigments. 

The recognised standard length of screws for sheet extrusion 

of LP-PE is 25D. 

In order to improve the feed of fine or coarse powders the 

modern barrel is fitted with a grooved intensively cooled 

feed zone. 

The sizes of the perforated discs and sieves used correspond 

to those usual for LP-PE, i.e. a set of sieves consists of 

two coarse and three fine sieves in conjunction with the 

usual perforated disc; this helps the homogenizing work done 

by the screw.  The problem of automatically changing the 

sieve packets remains unsolved as yet.  With the prevalent 

high extrusion pressures so far all known sieve change 

arrangement, such as magazine sliding devices or automatic 

sjeve-bands have failed. 

It can be concluded from the properties of the raw material - 

linearity and well defined memory of LP-PE - that special 

attention must be paid to the design of the blow-head, par- 

ticularly if high molecular raw materiel is to be processed. 

basically the optimum design for a blow-head would be one 



%>hirh    form*    the   „,,lt     ,„,„   «   h,,,   wnru.ut   ...,,.•.,„•    , ,„.   „„ , , 

flow.       Conventional    hi OH-IH .».IH   V h ». h   <),,   «I , , ,   ¡,      ,„,    „„,,    Mi 

have   provHl   .suitable    ,,,   p.ar.u,,    p,,.vided    ,,..,,      ,,,.    ,,,,,.,, 

with   device*   MI|., rim,,»!,),,,.   „    1 u»i,: u ud i n.. I    ,.,    .,,.    , ll(   .,,,,, 

transversa   current,       furthermore   .,   l.,,,...   , ., t » ,     ..,    ,,.. 

section   area   at    1».,   par1ill«   (,..«.   «,,    „lr   ,„»,,,,    ,,„,.,   ,„ 

the   oro«,   section   «re«   at    the   die   »,,,,,,    * ,.    ,,MlllI,    ,„,„„,. 

able.       The    following   typen   ol    bloH J,,.,,!,   „, t.   „ ,     pi ,.... n(   ||fMi|| 

for   the   manufacture   of   |.P-|»K   »heel.,   mve   i i tl.     i: 

a) Mandrel   blow-head   of   conventional   (I,MP   „„ , , „     „!,,,> 

from   two   drawback«   -   feed   „ncî   confluence. 

b) Blow-head   designed   by   the   Kgan-.pr.rn«,,!,   win.,,   |)|(,(lllr(,w 

i^situdlnal   and   transverse   current«,   u,»„f;   «„„trot   „r 

side   feeding. 

c) Conventional central bl««-h«nj, but with |,,,:l. ...,„„,,,..,„„ 

ratio between ero., .cctlon are. of c.rrir, ,•„.,; .,i„| are,, 
of  ring  slot. 

d) Central   blow-head   with   o*c...jv„ly   i.„l|t   .„andrei   iin„  ,„„,„. 

attachments,   gi..ing correspondingly  high   „„,„ , », 
resistance. 

e) Central   f.ed  blow-head  with  poiforafd  «1, .. t, , |„it«, ,  ..,„,- 

-   ing   in  pock* ta.      The   perforated  distribuí.,..   * *   ,,,.,.„, 

over   two   planes   and   the   pocket,  of   t„e„e    , w»   ,,!«,,«   «,, 

arranged   in  offset   position*. 

Chro.iu«  plated  a,  w#11  mm   not  pl-Ud   ^   ^.^.^   w||h ^ 

roughness-depth   of * 2/U» ha ,.  proVfMj   thomwt,, VP8< 

Medium «eiacular  LP-PE  for  application,  where   «   ten..   ,„ y ,,, 

longitudinal   splitting  doe»   not   •Hti«r   <.   r» 
6    uut.»    HUI    WrttlBr    is    proresMed    ex*u  t|y 

like   HP-PE,    i.e.   with   blow   ratios   b,t*een   ,    , ,.    UM   ,„„,    ,.     j 

take-off  8peed   and   cooling   effect   of   blown.,-   ,,,    „„„„,„,,,   ' 

to   material   output.      When   .heat,   .„   to   produced    *,,».   e,,,,., 

longitudinal   and   tran«ver,e   prop,,!,.,   „,,..,,.„ 
thrOUgh   the   nec«»*«ry   high   blow   rat..,   rtl„l       ,,.,.„ -,., „ 
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malli i al'-    through   the   ¡;rcHt   siiffncss   of   the   raw   material, 

see    1' if.    ;i. 

Tin?   )MP;. i i i mi   of    the   high   elastic   region   blow   the    frostline   - 

slum-,    that    longitudinal   .stretching  produces   less   orientation 

than   ttair vei so   stretching   through  blowing.      It   can   be   cal- 

cul.» ted   approximately   that    the    take-off   ratio   i.    may  be   twice 

the   blowing   ratio   i„   in   order    to   p.rivelat   approximately   equal 

properties    in   the   longitudinal    find   transverse   direction. 

See   foiiiiii I a   below, 

*B iL<r =  s k 

whereby 4 -   sheet thickness, s = slot width, K = swelling fac- 

tor (ratio of specific gravity at 20 C and 0 atm. to the 

spécifie gravity at melt temperature and extrusion pressure). 

It follows that high blowing ratios must be used for the 

iniiuul.il tut e of very thin sheets with uniform properties in 

the 1 oui» it ml i nal and transverse direction, see fig* 5. 

This may result in a long cylindrical sheet neck which has 

the advantage that the emerging melt can be rendered more 

uniform and be tooled slowly before the hose is widened to 

its ftnal dimension. 

To keep sin h « sheet bubble stable a blow ring lip designed 

to have a Venturi effect is available.  Outer calibrations 

which provide exact guiding of the sheet bubble aire also 

used.  At present rigid calibrations made from perforated 

aluminium or sheet steel are in use, wire netting is also 

used,  (a I i bra i ing devices with adjustable calibrating dia- 

meter are still in the development stage. 

I,ay-Fl at which is the change over from a cylindrical sheet 

bubble to a «loub'e sheet laid flat is usually an unsuspected 

came of trouble.  A sheet can only be laid flat, without 
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any   flows    in   flat    laying,   if   the   distance   between   the   beginn- 
ing  of   flat   laying   and   frost   line   is   correct   and   a   suitable 
flat  laying  device   Is   being used.      This   will   be  discussed 
in   details   later   on. 

When  changing over   from a  cylinder   to  a   double   flat   sheet, 
geometrical   length   differences   arise.     These   secessitate 
a   small   flat-laying   angle   -  usually   10°   to   15°   -   so   a.s   to 
keep  the   "flat   laying  error",    caused  by   partial   lengthen- 
ing of  sheets  within  reasonable   limits. 

The  great   stiffness   particularly   that  of  high  molecular   raw 
materials   and   the   greater  sheet   thickness  require  high   flat 
laying   temperatures   of  ¿0°   to   80°   C.     This  makes   laying 
flat  of  sheets  without  wrinkling  still  possible  at   reduced 
stiffness. 

The  slidxng  sheet   supports may  be  clad with paper,   velvet 
or  similar  material,   the  frictional   resistance   of which 
towards   LP-PE and   their heat  conductivity are   low. 

For  the  winding of  paperlike  sheets   contact  and also  central- 
winders  are  used at   present.     When winding sheets more   than 
10Cyum thick,   or when winding at  speeds  exceeding 50 m/min, 
contact  winders  show  definite  disadvantages  compared with 
direct winders.    However,  owing  to   their low cost they are 
also provided for  thicknesses  and  speeds which  can  to-day 
be operated  safely. 

When thin  sheets are   to be produced at high speeds,   or 
thicker sheets,   central winders  with sheet-tension regula- 
tors are  advantageous« 

For trimming edges   or for cutting into  strips,   the  same   cutt- 
ing gear   is   used  as   for cutting  HP-PE  sheets.     The   same 
applies   to   print   -   pretreatment   plants  using Corona  discharge. 
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Production of Preci aeli_Flat_Lying_Cylindriçal_Wincjings 

For the manufacture of sheets for further processing it is 

absolutely imperative to use blow-heads wich produce with 

only a minimal thickness tolerance and to produce rolls 

free from "piston rings", which can be achieved by a part 

of the plant rotating. 

Possible sources ôf errors in thickness tolerance of the 

sheets are: 

a) the screw 

b) the blow-head 

c) the cooling ring 

d) the environment (e.g. draft) 

e) the laying flat. 

By rotating parts of the plant these faults can be spread 

over the whole width of the sheet as follows: 

Rotating blow-head faults from b and c. 

Rotating extruder faults from a, b and c, and only by rota- 

ting take-off and lay flat faults from a to d. 

When processing LP-PE at high blow rate and high take off 

speed after-shrinkage is impeded if the rolls are free from 

"piston rings'» and if the widing is absolutely cylindrical 

and plane.  After-shrinkage ia the tendency of the sheet to 

shrink at room temperature.  This process does not start un- 

til hours after processing and ends after some days.  E. g. 

the longitudinal shrinkage in dependence on  sheet thick- 

ness may amount to 3 to 5#.  The consequence may be that the 

sheet contracts on this spots, caused e.g. by environmental 

effects on the bubble and tightens on the roll, forming 

wrinkles, thus the winding diameter is reduced.  Stich a sheet 

has partial strips of good and bad flatness and is unsuitable 

for use on fast running automatic machines. 
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In principle it is possible to exclude after-shrinkage by 

heat treatment of the sheet.  However this requires additional 

machinery or devices and also energy.  It is however better 

to keep this effect so small that it does not interfere with 

further processing, by suitable design of the sheet blowing 

plant and by exact adjustment of cooling and flat laying 

conditions to processing data. 

To obtain cylindrical windings of uniform winding hardness 

it is essential that the sheet blowing plant distributes 

as far as possible all effects of faults, furthermore the 

correct position of the frost line in relation to laying 

flat is also essential. 

Three possibilities of setting up the frost line are shown 

in fig. 6.  In the arrangement shown in fig. 6a the points 

touched first cool faster and remain thicker.  The result- 

ing windings are not cylindrical and unsuitable for most 

applications. 

In the arrangement in fig. 6b the sheet is already cooled 

too much. 

Owing to the great stiffness of the sheet particularly at 

greater sheet thicknesses it will not be possible to lay 

the sheet flat when using this arrangement. 

In the arrangement shown in fig. 6c the frost line is correct- 

ly placed in relationship to flat laying, therefore winding 

with exactly uniform winding hardness is posable and if 

wound sufficiently hard, no interference of flat laying 

through after-shrinkage will occur. 

Cost_Comparison 

A cost comparison for the manufacture of LP-PE and of HP-PE 

sheets is given in table 3.  With identical capital costs 



f. lid .i » s o i lent ii'al fi ved and va i , ab I e i o - I s ,  the ¡<IO.1IIí tum 

COS«.-  f'nj  I l'-l'K shorts  air  r.( ><£ hif'liri  thai»  those  lui  Hi'-PI 

sheets of iMjU.il  thickness.   fonsMn in;', th.it  IID-I'K sheets 

are generally produced and uscii thiivnei  than IJ'-I'l arid by 

reducing the sheet thirkiies, to «-.... thirds of the tliicknt-ss 

assumed for HP-PE, identica] production costs per aiea uru t 

re sul t . 

1 V. Propri ties of :,P-PE Sheets 

When explaining the term "paporlike" it was stated that this 

term was not. meant to include all properties of paper. 

Shoots used for packaging generally have several   advantages 

over paper in particular impermeability to water, water 

vapour and gases, wot strength and chemical resistance, al- 

so weldability, i.e. scalability LP-PE sheets in particular 

have these advantages ovei paper. 

Properties valued with paper i.e. good printabi lity, stiff- 

ness, foldability and creasability which all make for good 

proeessability on fast machines, are shared by LP-PE sheets 

to a much higher degree than by any other type of sheet com- 

peting with paper in the packaging field, particularly HP-PE 

sheets.  A qualitative comparison is given in table k   and 

more detailed information about properties quoted in table 5. 

Table 5 shows the basic superiority of plastic sheets over 

paper in their tear and elongation performance, their im- 

permeability and impact strength.  Particularly when com- 

paring high and low molecular LP-PE, the low tensile and im- 

pact strength of the low molecular is significant.  Fig. 7 

gives a comparison of stiffness with papers - a very important 

property for further processing -, which shows that LP-PE 

sheets have on average about $0%  of the stiffness of paper 

of equal thickness, whilst HP-PE sheets reach only approx. 

10$ of the stiffness of paper. 

J 
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V. F ti i  the t P i ti e essi t W.T 

Further possible jirorossiiig methods largely depend ,,„ sheet 

pro peí" ti o ss , 

For printing the sheet has to be pro-treated with Cruna 

discharge», as is usual practice with polyolefincs,  One 

standard pre-treatment is already yielding execeJlent re- 

sults.  If required, weldability of the sheet with test ink« 

of a surface tension exceedine 50 dyn/cin can be achieved. 

This satisfies the requirements of all printing methods and 

ali«, those of laminating.  Printing of these sheets may be 

carried out by the flexo, gravure, or offset-method.  The 

resulting print is   surprisingly sharp and adheres well due 

to the "fine-rough" surface,  The printing inks arc not only 

anchored to the surface by adhesion and by chemical bunds, 

but also purely mechanically.  Fig. 9 shows surface profiles 

of HP-PE and LP-PE sheets.  The roughness depth of napcrlike 

sheets made from LP-PE corresponds to that of fine papers, 

whereby the number of unevennesses calculated on length is 

even greater. 

Multicolour printing, particularly of thin sheet« may cause 

difficulties under certain circumstances, owing to possible 

wrinkling and warping of the sheets.  it is advisable to use 

anti-wrinkii expanders m all cases and if possible to carry 

out multicolour printing on machines with a -ommoi, back- 

pressure roller.  Printing inks suitable for PE-sheet have 

been found very suitable, paper-printing inks too showed 

excellent adhesion when test printed.  The sheets must, be 

dried immediately after printing.  In contrast to paper this 
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cannot    bo   avoided,    because    the   sheets   are   not   so   absorbent 

as   paper» 

There   are   no   problems   with   welding   of  LP-PE   sheets   into   bags. 

This   ran   be   done-   by   butt     or      by  hot   vire   welding,   whereby 

some   nil es   should   be   observed:      The   welding   temperatures   are 

to   be   .selected   slightly  higher   than   for  HP-PE   sheets.      The 

seam   may   shrink   owing   to   the   high   stretching   ratio   of   the 

sheet   in   both  directions.      The   resulting wavyness   of   the 

welding   seam   is   particularly  noticeable   with   LP-PE   sheets, 

owing   to   their   greater  stiffness.      To  prevent   this   shrinkage, 

welding   is  usually   carried   out   with   pre-tension  applied   in 

the   direction   of   welding. 

For   bonding and   laminating  largely   the   same   factors   apply 

as   for   printing.      A   pre-requisite   for perfect   adhesion   is 

a  good   pre-treatment   of   the   sheet.      On   testing,   several 

single   and   two   component  adhesives   were   found   to  be   suitable. 

However,   LP-PE   sheets   are   not   yet   being  processed   further  by 

a  method   required   bonding.      Therefore   no  works   experience   on 

HM-shoels   is  available.      It   cannot   be   stated   today,   whether 

it   will   be  possible   to   fulfil   the   request  made   on  many 

occasions,   to  bond   LP-PE  on   conventional   paper   processing ma- 

chines.      At  any   rate   HM-sheets   cannot  be  bonded  with  adhe- 

sive:-;   on   an aqueous   basis,   but   only  with   those   on  a   solvent 

basjs,   which necessitates   drying  of   the  adhesive   coating 

prior   to   bonding. 

Nothing   is  known   so   far about   the   use   of paperlike  LP-PE 

sheets   in   the  deep-drawing  and   shrink-processes,   however, 

these   sheets   are   well   suited   for   both  processes. 

V I .   App 1 i c,t t i (jns 

Tin discussion of ranges of applications for LP-PE sheets 

should not be restricted to known cases, but ought to ex- 
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tend   to   areas   where   row   applications   may  be   expected   with 
jertainty. 

Present   day  applications   are   shown   in   table   6. 

An   interesting   application   for   bags   is   the   welded   cheap   one- 
way  packing  for  medical   instruments,   suitable   for  steriliza- 
tion,    also   suitable   for hospital   and   hotel   requirements. 
Such   packagings   are   extremely   useful   owing  to   the   necessary 
rationalization   caused by lack   of personnel. 

Deep   freeze  packaging will   also  become  more  important,   be- 
cause   deep  frozen  goods  can be   warmed  up  in   their  packaging 

This   type  of packaging can also  be  written on much more   easi- 
ly  than  LP-PE packaging.     It   is  not  possible  at  present   to 
use  LP-PE  sheet   for   the  manufacture   of  carrier bags   for  food, 
however  some  real   possibilities   exist  for special   carrier 
bags   e.g.   for  textiles,   records   and  in   the  book   trade,   par- 
ticularly  in  competition  with   specially   treated   papers. 
The  problems  are   the   higher price   for LP-PE compared  with 
paper  a*d also   the   unsolved manufacturing problems,   parti- 
cularly  that  of bags   with  reinforced bottoms.     There  are 
at present no  further ranges  of applications,   but  a  short 
survey  of real  possibilities   is   given below. 

There  will be application  for   thin  sheets  by laminating 
them  to  paper and  cardboard,   i„  order  to  seal   the  paper 
or cardboard surface   and also   to  render   them weldablo. 
This  applies  e.g.   to   the  well   known   «party crockery»   and 
to  the  manufacture  of washable   wall  papers,   both  with   the 
possibility of counter-print. 

Further  possible  applications   of   thin  sheets  are   in  lami- 
nates   with aluminium   foil   to  produce  compound   foils. 
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111«'ri- art» «roat possibilities in packaging whenever expen- 

sive compound sheet.-, also containing multiple layers of pa- 

per are to be repla..<•<! by a -ingle layer of thicker scalable 

HM-sheet. 

This would for instance be possible for packaging of food, 

sugar, leguminose, rolls, seeds, tobacco and cigarettes, 

soap and toiletries. 

Similarly it is possible, whenever the price permits, to re- 

place the customary packaging paper, e.g. for packing of 

underwear, textiles, records, and many other expensive ar- 
ti cíes. 

An interesting application would be its use as separator e.g. 

in the manufacture of rubber as embossed separating sheet, 

or as separating shevt for self-adhesive labels. 

Undoubtedly it will be possible to consider the use of thicker 

LP-PE sheets in the graphic industry at a future date.  How- 

ever some problems will have to be solved first e.g. flat 

laying, opacity and stiffness. 

VII. Market Evaluation 

No actual and reliable figures for market «valuation can be 

quoted so far, however some observation, anil considerations 

permit a clear picture of future trends to ba gained. 

Whilst the price level of the raw material market for plastic. 

3-as been stable, almost slightly regressing, during the 

last years and is likely to remain so in future, there occur 

in contrast to it steady increase of prices in the paper 

and paper raw material sector.  The value and quantity growth 

rates for packaging materials made from paper were in 1970 

also clearly lower than those for comparable plastic products. 
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An example from the libre production .nay hv   n.ns.,,!,,,,,! ty- 

pical for the replacement of natural products by ,yilthl.lic 

ones.  In 1950 the promotion of synthetic fibres of the to- 

tal world fibre requirement was only 0.2%.     jt had risen 

by 1970 to 22%.      It will not be possible to transfer this 

example by way of absolute figures, but it does shou the 

trend of progress of synthetic papers on the market. 

The first production plants in Europe have come on stream 

already and Ave are convinced that a considerable increase 

in the requirement for paperlike polyethylene sheets will 
take place. 
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Tii lì 1 e 1 .  Connue ti on but ween molt index and sheet properties 

Mel t i iidex 
MF1 190/3 

(e/10 in 1 ii ) 

Minimum 
sheet 
th.! ekness 

(/"*") 

Maximum 
possible 
blow- 
ratio 

Tensile 
strength 
along / 
across 

Evaluation 
of 
shee t 

0.2 to 0.6 
(high 
molecular) 

10 10 levelled 
out 

1.5 to 5.0 
(lower 
molecular) 

longitu- 
dinally 
oriented 

high tensile , 
strength well ) 
levelled out along * 
and across, great | 
stiffness, matt suri 
face, high tear andj 
further tear 
s trength 

lower tensile 
strength not le- 
velled out along 
and across, low 
stiffness, glossy 
surface, low tear 
and further tear 
strength 

* ! 
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Tab Chai m   ( ci-1 s 1  ic,    li     til.     ¡i ululai   tur 

sheets    from   high   inulcci'1,!!     I uvv    pit 
"•     I'M' 
Il I   i |M 

'  i  i K. 

\•   I h %  I .in 

Pe cu ] i;ii'i ty of 
process 

low processing 
ieinjjpra L ires , 
high molecular 
Lr-PE 

high blowing ra- 
tio, blowing 
partly below the 
crys tal 1 ite mei t 
region 

manu fa e tu re o f 
extremely thin 
ci.i*(l stiff sheets 

Consequence 

tendency to shear- 
ing i tendency to 
orienting high 
pressure bu i 1d up 

di ff i cul I j es v*i th 
hose gui 1 ding 

difficult fiat lay. 
ing, formation of 
wrinkles and wind- 
ings containing 
wrinkles 

Techn i i a I pre» ,• 
requ i i(nn its 

ardui melt ine (sere* de- 
sign), ideal d»  ign of flow 
path, great »apa« ity to a. - 
eept pressure 

ornali no/zie <i tarn »tei, sensi- 
tive, exact hose cooling; (un- 
der e i réunit an» e  calibrating) 
broad flat la>iii(; and winding 

laying :iat while warm, I ou 
take-off speed, keeping width» 
sensitive -.vi tiding gear 
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Tabi v   J,      Comparison   of  costs   and   manufacture   of   LP-PE 
and   IIP- I11C   sheets 

HP-PE 

1 nveste«!   capital    A ,  1.0 

Output    (kg/year) Tl..  1.8 

Price   13  O.67 

Material   and   goiioral    costs   C  1.2 

Fixed   costs   D  1,0 

Variable   costs   E  1.0 

Manufacturing  comparison   (C+D+E)/B... O.67 

ratio 
P-PE HP-PE 

LP-PE 

1.0 1.0 

1.0 1.8 

1.0 O.67 

1.0 1.2 

1.0 1.0 

1.0 1.0 

1 O.67 
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4 

•i 
4 

Tabic   h.      Properties   of    LP-PE   sheet 
HP-PE   sheets 

compared   to    paper   and 

Standard 
paper 

High  mole- 
cular   LP- 
PE-slice t 

Pri ce .................,...,. very 
favourable 

initial tear strength  good 

Further tear strength.  medium 

Wet strength  poor 

Elongation at break  almost none 

Stiffness  very high 

Printabi lity  very good 

Dimensional stability 
during processing  very good 

Weldability  none 

Tightness to water and 
eases  none 

Bondability , very good 

Foldability and creasa- 
bility.  very good 

Working properties on 
machines very good 

medium 

very good 

very good 

as dry 

good 

high 

good 

very good 

very good 

good 

good 

good 

good 

HP-PE 
slice t 

very 
favourab 1 i 

medi um 

nu• ri i um 

as dry 

very (;ood 

low 

medi um 

medi um 

very good 

good 

good 

poor 

medium 

I 
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mass temperature * M 
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a) 

b) 

e) 

Fig. 3. Design of 
sheet Now 
heads 
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Fig. 4.   Blowing and take off ratios 
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Win**» 60 80 WOjum 
Fig. 7. Stiffness of PE-sheets compared to paper 

(Handle-O-mcter-values) 
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Fig. 8. Shrinkage behaviour of LP-PE sheet 
(10 seconds in glycol bath) 

120 m 
temperature 

160 V 
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Fig. 9.  Roughness  depth profile of PE sheets 

a) HM-sheet, outside, along (R = 0.55 urn) 

/^y^ a) 

b) HM-sheet, outside, across (R = 0.55 fj m ) 

'^i^M>^Y^^ b) 

c) HM-sheet, tnmde, along (Rf = OM firn) 

iH/Mty*ttty^^ c) 

d) HM-sheet, inside, across   (R =0.52 fi m ) 

MA^W*^^ d) 

e) HP~PE-sh*mt   (Rf * Q 45 ft m) 

e) 

\ 






